Hi,

on 5.2.0-rc7+ with batman-adv v2019.2-1-gc92331e0 I'm occasionally seeing the following with kmemleak:

unreferenced object 0xffff8b1557cc9480 (size 128):
  comm "softirq", pid 0, jiffies 4298398929 (age 22408.132s)
  hex dump (first 32 bytes):
    f4 f2 6d 85 c1 7c 00 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 |........|
    d0 8b ec 55 15 8b ff ff 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ...U..............
  backtrace:
    [<0000000006e2c9ed6>] batadv_tt_global_add+0x5fa/0x630 [batman_adv]

unreferenced object 0xffff8b1559c9fa80 (size 64):
  comm "softirq", pid 0, jiffies 4298398929 (age 22408.132s)
  hex dump (first 32 bytes):
    00 16 4a 3a 15 8b ff ff 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ..J:............
    00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 c0 94 cc 57 15 8b ff ff ..........W....
  backtrace:
    [<0000000002053c4bb>] batadv_tt_global_add+0x53c/0x630 [batman_adv]

I've looked up the function offsets:

batadv_tt_global_add+0x5fa/0x630:
batadv_tt_global_add at /var/lib/dkms/batman-adv/v2019.2-1-gc92331e0/build/net/batman-adv/translation-table.c:1711

batadv_tt_global_add+0x53c/0x630:
batadv_tt_global_orig_entry_add at /var/lib/dkms/batman-adv/v2019.2-1-gc92331e0/build/net/batman-adv/translation-table.c:1637
  (inlined by) batadv_tt_global_add+0x53c/0x630

batadv_tt_global_add+0x53c/0x630:
batadv_tt_global_orig_entry_add at /var/lib/dkms/batman-adv/v2019.2-1-gc92331e0/build/net/batman-adv/translation-table.c:1801